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By involvement as a consultant benefits medical director for our largest local employer, Caterpilar, I now
past year. Although I had always desired to achieve have the qualty view and concern of a major payor of
this honor, I know full well that many others are more health care.
A President's Advisory Commssion on Consumer
deserving and more talented. I admit that, because of
a lack of taent, when I tr to achieve goals, I usualy Protection and Qualty in the Health. Care Industr
recently published its report, entitled Quality First:
need to exceed others in effort. But despite that litãoñ, r ¿aïot remember when I did not know that the Better Health Care for All Americans.7 Soon thereafrequirement of doing any job first and foremost was ter, Executive Director Janet Corrgan discussed the
the delivery of qualty. My parents, who provided commssion's strategy to addrss serious qualty issues,
most of my "midwestern" instrction, tred to teach including unevenness af qualty, avoidable errors, and
me the value of quality. They would be patient with a misuse of services. The need for developing systems
lengthy performance, but only if the job was done . to help practitioners deal with the exponential increase
welL. Likewise, my wife, Jan,. and our thee children in medical knowledge and critical detail was stressed.
understad my taent litations and my occasional These concerns for medcal qualty were found to exist
the Midwest
the
ITdent
HASof
BEEN
A specialSurgical
privilegeAssociation
to serve as durng
the Presi-

need to spend an unreasonable amount of tie on a

in both managed and nonmanaged care settings.

project. I am greatly in debt to them and pray that my

Health matenance organations (HMOs) are, there-

activities and effort have never caused any of their fore, no longer the lone qualty "boogie-man." Our
goals or dream to be uniled.

whole medical profession has now been implicated.

My attaction to the Midwest Surgical Association
has grown because of the qualty of the organation

How did we get to the point where an external study
of our profession's qualty would be commssioned by

the President of the United States? At the begig of
Bil Cliton's presidency, cost contaent and access
to care were the mai concerns. Qualty and account-

and the understanding and camaraderie that I have

received from colleagues and frends who are dedcate members. I am most gratefu to Dr. John Glover,
a colleague of the highest qualty, who introduced and

sponsored me into ths wonderfl group of profes-

abilty are now the focus of curent concern. But
"qualty" is the watchword of the American health

sions.

care industr, and attmpts to measure it have given

Qualty, once the ha1ark of our medica profes- rise to a whole new industr. The focus on account-

sion, is being taen from physician control. Our pro-

abilty should be a major concern, since the govern-

fession has come to a crossroads where physicians

ment's focus is fraud reduction. A chilig thought is

must tae urgent action to distinguish the qualty of that our medical profession could receive the same
our profession from the medical industr that has it in negative publicity.that occured durng the 1980s govdeveloped my opin- . ernent fraud focus on the deparent of defense and
an economic chokehold. I have

ions. regrading ths problem afr a long involvement
in qualty matters as Chai of cancer study group trials

the defense industr. A paradigm shi from profes-

Medical Center. Obtag or insurg qualty has

trst regardig medical care wi fit squarely upon the

sional trst to industral monitorig is occurg. The

and as Chief of Sta for the University of Kasas accompanying erosion of public and governenta
been a major requiement of both of these positions.

specialty of surgery and must be addressed, because it
wil not go away.

As surgeons, we must be parcularly concerned,
because the concern about qualty and accountabilty

Prsented at the 42nd Anual Meetig, Midwest Surgical As-

wi center on our specialty, for the followig reaons:

socation, Galena, ilois, August 15-18, 1999 .

Addrs corrspondence and repnnt reuests to Norm C. Estes, M.D., Deparent of Surger, University of ilois College of
Medcine at Peona, 1124 Nort Berkeley Avenue, Peona, IL

1. Surgical activity is maiy inpatient.
2. Surgical outcomes are easily tracked.

61603.

3. Surgical outcomes are quickly obvious.
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4. Surgical outcomes are easily measured.

5. Surgery has opportnity for great good, but likewise potential for great har.
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During the time period of my youth, the practice of
medicine was much different than it is today. A physician usually developed a solo practice and managed

6. Surgical risks that are acceptable to surgeons are
viewed as poor outcomes by others.

based charges on an abilty to pay rather than usual

Measuring Quality-Then

and customar fee schedules. They ran the local hospita and were responsible for establishing hospital

his/her own offce as a small business. Physicians

had previously served as midwife for my two older

policies and procedures. The physician literaly controlled the total process of patient care. Because physicians had the abilty and responsibilty to control the
total process of patient care, quality was firmy under

sisters and many relatives and neighbors in an isolated

physician control.

My first experience with qualty surgical care occurred at a very young age. My mother gave bir to
me at home with the assistance of a grandmother who
region of the Missouri Ozarks. Shorty after the event

The qualty of care was thus assigned totay to the

of natural childbir, my mother viewed the reflection
of the mornng light from my eyes. Before a doctor's
inspection of me occured, I had my umbilcal cord
tied with a sterile twine strng and was cleaned and

physician of the postwar era. Physicians proudly ac-

dressed in a colorful "feed sack" dress made by

nized that some errors did not result in har. Because

cepted the chalenge of preventing errors that might

change success into failure for their patients. Whle
surgeons were trained to be error free, it was recog-

Granny. About 4 hours afer bir, a recent graduate

surgeons were trained to be error free, they were al-

from Washington University School of Medicine, Dr.

ways expected to recognize any critical error and

Marin Gentr, arved and inspected a newborn male.

avoid it. An error that resulted in a bad outcome was
usually considered to be negligence. But qualty was
only judged among professionals, by professionals.
Qualty was considered the puriew of the profession,
and judgment of qualty was rarely, if ever, dependent
on any external source.

He cut off protrding bilateral preaurcular lesions that

represented some varation of development of my
branchial cleft cyst. He deemed that I was otherwise

"normal." Grany thaned DL Gentr and suggested
he not charge too much for the trp since, after al, she
had aleady done most of the work. No mention was

made that my arval had occured on a Sunday and he
could have declared a charge for an emergency home
visit. Whatever was done or charged was considered

Meaurg Qualty-Now
Because the delivery of health care has resulted ina
health care "commodity," the

"health care industr"

fai by my parents, and when Dr. Gentr left, our has sought a defition of qualty. The Institute of
famy felt fortate to have such a fie doctor to cae Medcine has recently defied qualty as "the degree to
for the residents of Douglas county. Today my preau-

which health servces for individuals and populations

ricular scar are barely detectable, and ths surgical

increase the lieliood of desired health outcomes and

proceure prevented the nee for me to fight school-

are consistent with curent professional knowledge."

mates who might see humor in a ''fy thg" grow-

Physicians have not adjusted. to a role of sharg. re-

ing from the side of my head.
A much different encounter with the qualty of surgery occured afer we moved to Kasas and I was sti

in grde schooL. My parents were seekig some assistance for me because of a persistent problem of bedwettg. I soon found myself in the offce of a local

physician known more for his surgical activity than his

surgical expertse. Afer a brief examation, he determied that my problem was that I needed a circumcision. Even afer I experienced the trumtic surgical

sponsibilty of qualty assessment and measurement

beyond their profession. Because physician involvement is varable in institutional matters of qualty,

such stated defitions of qualty may not be a vald
reflection of our profession.
Whose qualty is it anyway? When I fist heard an
admstrator state that a physician did not deliver
qualty, I became livid. How could an admstrator
understad qualty that belonged to our profession?

Whose qualty is it anyway? Yeat later, I must admt

experience, it did not change my pattern of bed- that because of the complexities of patient caredelivwettg, but it greatly increased my iIterest in doing ery, the physician is no longer under tota control of
so. My greatest fear was what operation ths "surgeon" the processes required. Everyone involved in the
might recommend if I retued as a faiure followig

"product" of deliverig health care is gaig owner-

his intial procedure. Although my parents never complaied that a qualty service was not performed, to

ship in what is caled "qualty." It has now become
everyone's qualty. The defition of qualty has now

been unable to find the literatue my

taen on the expectations of those involved with the

ths day I have

surgeon must have. uti to support his operative process of deliverig health care as well as the patients
treatment for my enuresis.

(consumers). It is obvious that qualty is now in the
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. Different groups in the health care system have

, . erent issues of concern regardig the qualty of
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heighten awareness of issues related to quality in
health care.
1996: The Health Care Financing Administration

~th care and are interested in diferent measures of . (HCF A), which is responsible for ensurng that qualty
rformance. Physicians have always viewed qualty . is met for Medicare and Medicaid patients. Qualty
:;:health care as the application of evidence-based lmprovement System for Managed Care (QISMC) sets
:~dical knowledge of the parcular needs and wishes

qualty stadards for Medicare and Medicaid man-

findividual patients. Patients have a view of qualty
~iicare as to how physicians communicate with them
~ild how long they are kept waiting for appointments.

aged-care plans. Although NCQA can report HEDIS
data only when health plans wish them to be released,
HCF A has the authority to make such data public for

~~iîiuce organizations value patient satisfaction and use

al Medicare HMOs. HCFA could require Medicareapproved hospitas to submit qualty data that could be
avaiable to consumers to allow "comparson" of hos-

~øf:'i,preventive services above clical outcomes, be-

pitas.

~iÏatients place less value on the techncal accuracy of
~~e physicia~ a~vice which is. offere~. He~th mainte-

~~Cause they claim to be most involved in health main-

1997: National Patient Safety Foundation, estab-

tl2oncerned with defining and measurg qualty. These

lished by the AMA. Recognizes that errors are not
personal faiures requirng punishment but are inadequacies of systems. The Foundation sponsors effort

,j;örganations serve a varety of interest groups and
:,;liave varable input from physicians. A listing of

to improve systems to. avoid errors.
These groups,. and others, are attempting to know

~i1;i:ominent organizations, by year of development, ori-

whether care that is provided is of average, below

iiance;. not treatment of disease.

~~1'~Many organzations have been developed that are

~;;:gin, and function, follows.. .

average, or superior qualty. Many attempt to assess

tr::+d952: Joint Commssion of the American Hospita

process performance for hospitas or networks by mea-

?'Organization (JCAHO), initiated by the American" surg outcome qualty while controllg for comor.Medical Association (AM) and American Hospita . bidity. To simpli the qualty measurements and hos.. Association. Ths organzation monitors hospita qual- pita outcomes assessnient for buyers of heathcare,
, ity and has the authority to termate a hospita's par, ticipation in the Medicare progr. It has an interest in

promoting outcomes-based accreditation standards
. that the public could use to compar hospitas.
:~:., 1972: Professional Stadards Review Organations
were re(PROs), intialy created by Congress. PRO

:.~.organd in 1982 and agai in 1992 to move from a
. retrospective puntive review organation into a more
proactive qualty education organzation.

1979: National Commssion for Qualty Assurance
(NCQA). Restrctued in 1990, the NCQA is responsible for accrediting HMOs and for producing performance measurements such as the Health Plan Em-

-ployer Data and Information Set (HEDIS). The
HEDIS report is a publication that includes more than

50 measures of performance.

1989: Institute for Healthcare Improvement (l,
founded in Boston by Donald Berwìck. The organ-

,..tion has a focus on solving problems of qualty in
health care. fi organes the anual National Forum
on Qualty Improvement in Health Care.
1993: Consumer Coaltion for Qualty Health Care

in Washigton, D.C., formed by the American Association of Retied Persons.
1995: Foundation for Accountabilty (FACCT), is a
thin ta and educational vehicle to develop mea-

Sures of performance.
1995: National Roundtable on Health Care Qualty,

organized throuEh the Institute of'Medicine to'

system that uses
multiple outcome measures into a single ratig

Pauly2 has reportd the use of a ratig
groups.

system. Whe mechansms sti exist for physicians to

judge the qualty of their peers, stadards of qualty
performance are becoming set by nonphysician
groups. Intialy, the purose of outcome measurements were to alow for

improved management of pa-

tient car. These efforts requied the leadership of phy-

sicians. While some physicians have developed
careers around stadards and qualty issues, in general,

physician interest, input, and understading have been
minial. The result has been that the process has con-:
tinued with selective or token physician involvement.

Qualty Control-Then
Durg the postwar era, qualty medical care was
diected at strvig for perfection to prevent errors.

Ths was caled the "perfectibilty model" of education. It was believed that if physicians and nurses

could be properly trained and motivated, then they

would mae no mistaes. Methods to achieve ths er-

ror-free goal were diected at traig and punishment.
People were taught to "do the right thg." Nursing
traing focused on teachig rigid adherence to protocols to achieve ths error-free performance. Physician
trainig depended less on such rules and protocol and

relied more. on the notion that obtang knowledge
would achieve such perfection. Pushment was the

enforcement to ensure maximal learing effort and

320
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was delivered mainly by peer disapproval. By ths

dividuals to avoid and elinate errors as much as

method, if an error was discovered, someone would be
sought as a cause of the error. Since early in my trai-

possible. It does not make sense to expect an error-free
performance. We must create mechanisms so thåt the

ing, I repeatedly observed what I cal "The Hospita

process of care is managed in a way that detects a :

Rule," whereas some individual, but never the system,
must always be blamed for an error. The resulting

potential error and prevents an individual from creat- .

placement of blame upon an individual is met with
peer disapproval of the individual and his/her error.

ing an error that might have occured in their care of ;

a surgical patient. ;
When one's cognitive function depars from a rou- ;
schemata, the solution requires a rue-based and! '

The most severe disapproval occurs if the error results

tie

from a lack of suffcient attention to detai to make
sure one is correct. Punishment for commttig errors

may be used simultaneously to function, as one gais

of lack of attention to deta may be dealt with by a
malpractice charge from a plaitiff s lawyer with peer

concurence that the accused was negligent or capricious.

or knowledge-based solution. Whle al thee levels

increased expertse at an activity, the priar focus of
control moves from knowledge-based and/or skillbased thought processes toward ski-based functioning. Experts develop a much larger repenoire of sche-

mata and problem-solving rules than novices, and
Quality Control-Now
Dr. Lucian Leape,3 a leader in medical quality con-

these schemata are formulated at a more

abstract leveL.

Expertse seldom resort to knowledge-based func-

trol, has identified that our error detectionllame tech-

tionig. Just .as we develop individual schemata to

flawed. To analyze why

gain expertse, we must develop institutional schemata
to alow our institutions to function on an expert and

niques of qualty control are

errors occur, Dr. Leape relied on studies of human
cognitive function by Rasmussen, which found that not a novice leveL. The process of Contiuig Immost human errors resulted from aberrations in mental

provement, which'. has benefited the Japanese

functionig. Rasmussen categoried cogntive func-

economy, provides well-known tools. These same
tools have been introduced to you by your hospita in
their Qualty Improvement Plan.

tion as skill-based, rule-based, and/or knowledgebased~

(1) Skil-based cognitive function: Patterns of

The prevention of accidents should have as its pri-

thought and action that are governed by stored patterns

mar objective to make it dicult to make. an error.

of preprogramedinstrctions caled schemata, which

Idealy, a system should provide for prevention or de-

are largely unconscious. The choice of which way to
drve to work is usualy made by
ths ski-based pattern of thought. Since we usualy go to work the same
way, we develop a schema for that function and un-

tection of errors in tie for corrective action to occur.

consciously perform that function without. requig a

conscious decision. If an error occurs. when one is
utig a schemata, it is caled a slip. Such errors
occu less commonly than in

Tasks must be simplied and processes stadardized.
Operations should be reversible.. It is fondly that I
remember Dr. Sta Friesen indicating durg each
Whpple operation, when we had taen an action that
commtted us to complete the planed operation with
actions.
These
accident

no opportnity to reverse. our

the. next two types of prevention priciples are used in many industres, no-

thought processes. .

tably the aviation industr, with great success. The

Rule-based cognitive function: Solutions to famiar problems that are governed by stored rues. Ths

benefit of these technques to imrove ai travel safety
has been phenomenal. Our error rate bas been studied
function is based on stored rues. for common prob- by Gopher4 in intensive care units and revealed that
lems. These stored rules alow a quick decision that errors occured at an average of 1.7 errors per day per
has reasonable accurcy. Such stored rules conform to patient. The critical
natue of each error was that they
(2)

the l()gic of the "if X is such, then Y is that" varety.
(3) Knowledge-based cognitive function: Ths may
be thought of as synthetic thought. It is used for novel

situations that requie conscious analytc processing.
The action of analytc processing wi rely upon stored
laowledge. Errors that occur with rule- and knowledge-based cogntive function are caled mistakes and

each had a 29 per cent potential of serious or fata
injur from each error. Demmg, the developer of
Contiuous Qualty Improvement in industr, estimated that in the ailie industr, even an error rate of

0.1 per cent would be excessive. As surgeons, we just
reth geyond controllng individuals and control

occur most often when one is using a knowledge-

processes for error reduction in surgical patient care.
We must diect our effort at qualty control of the

based thought process. .

process rather than only agaist the individual associ-

Al of these mechansms for cogntive errors are ated with the error. Surgeons resist stadardization of
known and expected to occur under cert circum-

staces. It.make.s sense to place responsibilty on in-:

processes. Ths lack of stadardization makes identification, control, Qr study of any system error most

(.
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t'æffcult. Experience in other industres indicates that
jftÏe process that allows the error to occur must be

~:\tontrölled. It is tie to look for new methods to ensure

ltqïiàlty for. our profess.ion. .
;~. A question of surgical qUalIty has been the poor
~£ëure rates of patients receiving curative gastrc cancer
(~.,operations in the. United S.tates c?mpared with Jap~.

:::.fuTable 1, the difference II survival for each stage is

:;"demonstrated
between
Japan, Memorial
Sloan;ddKettenng
Cancer
Center (MSKCC),
and the national
';results
from the American
College
of Surgeons
!;;fue
difference
in survival
is simar
between(ACS).
Japan

:and MSKCC. Treatment of stage IV disease is Im-

tients admitted to low-volume hospitas. The capabil-

ity of hospitas to perform coronar angiography, angioplasty, and bypass surgery had no significant effect

on surivaL. Survival was singularly associated with
high patient volume. Because the mortality difference
was not due to technology, it is suggested that processes such as field trage and institutional schemata
that accompany a high-volume activity are responsible
for the survival difference. Major large payors for
health care now
select hospitals and systems that pos-

sess evidence-based measurements of quality, i.e.,
high volume.
Chassin and Galvin? have identified that current

:(emonstrates dismal results for all stages.

problems with quality of health care can be categorized as overuse, underuse, and misuse. The extent of
the problem for each category is unkown, but Leape3

. To analyze this concernng difference, we used data

has stated the following estiates:

L,proved at the MSKCC; however, the ACS national
:;",'study reported by Waneb05 of multiple U.S. surgeons

. .from a national.gastrc cancer protocol (SWOG 9008)
" .to study the performance and documentation of surgi-

:cal quality of United States surgeons. The data were
: compared using our usual monitors of performance as
,';;well as the Japanese rules for the treatment of gastrc
+::cancer (Fig. 1). The Japanese have a system of rules

'fór the treatment of gastrc cancer. They include the
use of a lymphatic map for determning resection requirements and documentig specifc performances in
the treatment of each gastrc cancer patient. Our study
found that gaStrc. cancer was inadequately staged and
...an inadequate operation (Do) occured at least 54 per

cent of the tie when performed by surgeons though',. .'Out our countr. By the process of stadadiation and
development .of rues, the Japanese have developed a
;:system and process for gastrc cancer care that has

Overuse: 8 to 86 per cent of operations have been

found to be unnecessar and have caused substantial
avoidable death.
Underuse: Quality of care within hospitals is inferior
for black patients, uninsured patients, and patients
with chronic disease.
Misuse: 180,000 people die each year pary as a result
of injures caused by physicians.

By the involvement of our deparent with physician reimburement for Caterpilar, Inc., I have expenences that would cause me to add an additional cat-

egory of qualty problem. In addition to overuse,
underuse~ and misuse; I must add abuse. I would de- .
fie qualty abuse as the documentation of qualty .
without performg quaty. ~ome surgeons seem less

. clear and proven value. We have not done so and,

intent on perforig qualty and more intent on docu-.

outside of cert U.S. centers, such as MSKCC,

. mentig or meetig requiements to provide maxal

which follow speGifc processes, our genera surgical

reimbursement. Documentation for reimburement for .

tratment for ths uncommon cancer is more fre- removal of ski lesions has now beome an ar fori

. .quently inadequate. It is not inadequate because of a

lack of techncal and surgical,skis among U.S. sur_geons;raer, it is inadequate because a U.S. stadadiz procedure and set of rues are not requied and
routiely followed.

A recnt study by Theman et al.6 found that patients with acute myocardial inarctiori who ar admtJed ditly to hospitas that have more experience

treatig myocardial inarction, as reflected by their

with check box form indicatig size of lesions but no
gross pathology results ,to conf ski lesion size.

One dermatopathology laboratory stated that their reportg of gross lesion siz was not done if the surgeon
requested its omission. Other examples include removal of a ski lesion removed for "ireguar borders,
elevation and pigment changes" but no.speimen even

sent to a pathologist, and charges for complex closure
no

for every wound from the excision of a ski lesion,

case volume, are more liely, to surve th are pa-

mattr how superfcial. L

TABLE 1. Five-Year Survival by Stage

Despite computer softare to assist with identig
appropriate charges, fudig agencies have diculty

Stage

Site

I

Japan
ACS
MSKCC

91

50
84

II il
72 44
29 13
61 29

IV

Mortty

determg inappropriate charges. A common software product usèd to check appropriateness of charges

is called CodeReview. The following examples
demonstrate how efforts can avoid scrutiny by

9

1

3

7

25

CodeReview for those schooled in technques to max-

:3

mie charges. To maxze charges for a thyroidec-
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SWOG ~O 0 8 Protocl r.

Study No. ~ Step W

I SURGICAL CHECKLIST - GASTRECTOMYI

SWOG Pt. No. IT Patient's Name

IL,F.i.

Institution / Member

S.S.No. QT-OJ-i=

Physician

Hospitl No.

/

Groups other than SWOG: Group Name/Study No./Pt No.

Date of Procedure CD - CD - CI

/

Asitc Fluid 0 None present

o Present Qneligible)

(Month, Day, Year)

EVALUATION
All of the following structures must be evaluated and all abnormal areas are eiter to be resected or separately biopsied.
Indicate how the strcture was evaluated.

Stomach 0 No extagastrc tumor extension beyond serosa (attched structure)
strctre reseced en bloc and

. ~O Attached

o Exagastrc extension -;) tumor be mared wit clips

. 0 Exragastrc extension not resected (ineligible)

Uver 0 Not suspicious for malignancy by palpation
o Suspicious for malignancy..;) (0 Biopsy done
LO No biopsy done (ineligible)

Peritoneum and/or 0 Not suspicious for malignancy . rs N

Bowel Serosa 0 Su icious for mali nanc _;) (0 Biopsy done .-:.;.. ~ cacer.. . .
sp 9 Y Lo No biopsy done Qneligible) Biopsy poite Qneligible)

Omentum 0 Not suspicious for malignancy . . . . ..
o Suspicious for malignancy _;) (0 Biopsiecreseced
. LO Not biopsied or residual disease left (ineligible)

0 Not suspicious for malignancy '.
o Suspiciou for malignancy -;) (0 Included In resecon specimen
. LO Not.reseced
(ineligible)

Regional Lymph Nodes

Shade the area of resecton on the upper drawing. Draw the tumor and note wheter the tumor was locted on th anterior

protocol. . .

or postenor wall of the stomach. If Information is unknown for any of the listed nodes. then the patent is Ineligible for the

Regional (perigastric) Nodes
1. Right Paracadial

2. Left Parcadial
3. Leer curvture

4. Greater curvture
5. SuprapylonC
6. lriapyloric

Oter:
Exra-perigastric .

. 10. Splenic hilus

11. Splenic arery
Hepatic pedicle
12.
1 a. Retropancreatic
14. Mesenteric root

15. Middle colic artery
16. Para-aortc

FIG. 1. Surgica study checklt

Resected

. No Yes

No Yes

o 0
rj 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0
o 0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o
o
o
o
a
o

o 0

Nodes

7. Left gastrc arery
8. Common hepatic arery
9. Celiac arery

Oter:

Grossly Involved

0
0
0
0
0
0

00

-0 0

o 0
o 0
o 0

o .0

o O.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

.-,;'
.;..~~;~;:.":"
-,~,-"",
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~. one simply documents and charges for nerve
-fuscle testig. Ths increases the tota charge to

.. O~ Is ths quality care or maxzing charges from
yer (Fig. 2)? Another example is a patient with a

ing. and other organizations. We are no longer trsted

to "do the right thg." External organzations are giving report cards for health plans, medical groups, hospitals, and even individual
physicians. Our profession

... pregnancy treated at a nonacute stage. The p~-.

is under attack, and I do not generaly see the panc in

also had a SIIal myoma removed laparoscopi-

the eyes of my colleagues. Their focus is on reim-

y'during the same procedure. Even CodeReview

bursement and maxzing their effort for their prac-

,ærobleni reducing the charges from the intial bil

tice, their group, or their institution.
Physicians are now chalenged to ensure institu-

14950 (Fig. 3).

i.~r,RO) system for reimbursement was a previous ef-

tional qualty for individual performance and system
of nationaly publicized failure of medical systems that have produced bad outcomes and obvious poor or no qualty include removal
of wrong breast, removal of wrong leg, and tenfold
dose error with fata injection of chemotherapy. Un-

fôi:ontrol a system out of control. Can a company

fortnately, although error rates are substatial and

~ch as Caterpilar continue to offer employees health

many serIous injures occur because of errors, many
physicians perceive that these events are isolated and

ec~use of such qualty abuse, excessive controls
;iâid- requirements from the outside of our profession

t~be imposed. We wil continue to be regulated lie
blJmtwdustr and not treated with the respect of a pro~f¿ssion. Introduction of the diagnosis-related group

ri'&ie benefits and pay such outrageous DRG clais

performance. Examples

':"(from our colleagues? I th they canot! I believe

unusual events. Although they wil be handled as a

~;l)eýwil not! The effort to create excessive reimburse-

disaster in the institution of occurence, they should be
viewed as "near misses" in institutions with no occurrence.

;m.ets for surgical procedures wil result in fuer

;lo:btuse and aberrant reactions from governent, fund,..jj;;...-.
~2j0105l1999
,..'.;.

CódeReview (R)
McKesson HBOC
Recommendation Report
CR1

. CIlmlD:

-PaentID:

!!
..A
-A

Q
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Enni Da: 101511999

PATlD2

Da,Of Birt: 12/1/1998

Gender: Male

Proider ID: MDO1

_, ~ - , . '_ - _ - - - ri '," ~:.,,~'; - . . , , .-__' _ B!

Q

C
C

Q

C

.A

KB 10: 98

Dat of Servce
1011M99

~
11

1011M999

11

1011/199
1011M99
1011/199

11

1011/1999

11

11
11

~

M2

M!

Chri Amount

Allow Amont

PAR REAL OF.nrOID

$3,150.00

PHYSICIA STANBY SERVCES

950

$290.00

INTOP NER TEST ADo.N

525.00

9520
9520

INTP NER TEST ADN

525.00

MUSC TEST, HEA OR NECK.

52.00

51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00

, 60

99

DecrPionIlscal Clam Numbe

INOP NE 'r ADN

95

525.00.

. -,-". - . - . -- ":-, :": - -~ _ --, -~=L:":';-:l::..=-f~'~:'I _ - -_ '-;:-".:_:.'

:.Sla
A

.A
Q
Q
Q
A

Dat of Servce
1011/199
1011M99
1011/199

ir
18.4

1011/1999
1011/1999
1011M999

£!

600
990
950
95920

9592
9586

M2

M!

Deplon

Charged Amount

PARTI REOVAL OF THOID

$3.150.00

PHYSICIA STANY SERCES

$290.00
$275.00

INTOP NER lE ADo.N
INTOP NER lE ADo.N
INTOP NER TEST ADo.N
MUSCLE TEst, HEA OR NECK

$275.00

525.00
$25.00

..' ,.--;'~ ", .";,.,. .'~:. ' .:7-' -".:~";"~~"J:ç¡~.2_:._~r-2..t;L:,-=:.: _ _ - _ . _L _! .,_:=-~~ .-" -' , .

--"A 1011M999
ACCEP: li coe has ben accpt wi no chn9e.

A 1011/1999
ACCEP' This coe ha ben acc wi no change.

600.

PAR REOVAL OF THOID

990

PHYSICIA STANDBY SERCES

Q 101111999 9592 INTOPNERVTESTADo.N
QUESTON: Coe 9592 mus be used hi conjunctn wi the evoke potential stdy (9285, 9592595930), or the molor sty (95933-95937).

Q 1011/1999 95920 IriOP NERV TEST ADo.N
QUESTION: Co 95920 must be us in conjunct wi the evoked pontil study (9585. 95925-95930), or th molor stuy (95939597).

FIG. 2. Bundlg of charges assessed by CodeReview did not elinate charges for "nerve testig."
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Recommendation Report
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~

Entered Date: 1010511999

Claim 10:

CR1

PaUentlO:

PATI02

Date Of Birt: 12/1/1998

Gender: Male

Provider 10: M00001

;

~ .
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Status

B!

Date of Service

POS

Q

C

10101/1999

11

56309

LAPAROSCOPY; REMOVEMYOMA

Q

C

1011/1999

11

5652

HYSTROSCOPY; LYSIS

0

C

1010111999

11

56306

51

LAAROSCOPY; ASPIRATION

0

C

10101/1999

11

56304

51

LAPAROSCOPY; LYSIS

0

C

10/0111999

11

58120

DILATION AND CURETAGE (O&C)

Q

C

1010111999

11

58350

REOPEN FALlOPIAN TUBE

Mod 1

Mod 2

OesrlpUonIlstorical Claim Number

Charged Amount

Allowe Amount L

$4,500.00
$3,500.00

$1.00 j

$3,000.00
$3,000.00

$1.00 '1

$700.00
$250.00

$1.00 ;.

$1.00 ~

$1.00 i

$1.00!
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Stas

Date of servce

RVU

Code Mod 1

Q

1010111999

21.3

LAAROSCOPY; REMOVE MYOMA

Q

1011/1999

9.24

5609
5632

Q

10/0111999

2.93

58350

REOPEN FALLOPIA TUBE

Mod 2 Descripton
HYSlEROSCOPY; LYSIS

Charged Amount
$11,200.00
$3,500.00
$250.00
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Q 1011/1999 56309 LAAROSCOPY; REMOVE MYOMA
QUESTION: This coe is specic for females. Review the patenrs sex and If neceary the operatie note.

Q 10101/1999. .56352 HYSlEROSCOPV; LYSIS
QUESTON: This coe Is spec for females. Review the patienrs sex and if neceary the operatie note.

D 1011/1999

56306

LAAROSCOPY; ASPIRATION

5630

LAAROSCOPV; LYSIS

DENIED: This coe Is part of the more global code 56304.

D 101111999
DENIED: Th coe Is part of the more global cOe 5609.

D 1011/1999 58120 . DILATION AND CUREAGE (O)
DENIED: We do no aßow for a D&C when perfnn along wi a Iaar. The D&C Is coidere '" be inL .

FIG. 3. Bundled chages reii excessive afr CodeReview Reducton.

We must also change the quaty of the institutions

tace of responsibilty for a system that did not prevent:

where we work. I was servg as the Chief of Sta at

the occUÌence, and a plan to prevent such an occur- ;

the Kasas University Medcal Center when alega-

rence in the futu. The changes ()f systems that were ~

tions occured that our Intitution was inappropriately

delayig or not performg hear transplants for wait-

made included a plan for the institution to review its ¡
organ refuals by a commttee, not just one individual. j

ing patients on our transpiant list. Newspaper arcles,

By identig a system problem and not ai individual :

fueled with "inside" inormation, aleged that patients
were being mistreated by our "iistitution." The neWs-

problem, we were able change the way qualty and ¡

qualty control was viewed by an institution. Medicine:

is obviously no longer a cottge industr-it is an .
on numerous points. The initial institutional response institutional industr, with demands for stadards and '

paper arcle was inàccurate and expressed hyperbole

was a lettr to the newspaper indicatig. the blame

mechansms to prevent systems from poor or bad out- '

toward one individual. who was responsible for deny-

comes.
Are we a profession or have we migrted to the ·
statu of a trde? A trade is defied by its production.
of a product or commodity. A trade has a stadard of .

ing organs for trplant. Since intitutions normaly

monitor results of operations performed, but not operations. that ar avoided, it could be argued it was not
our institutional responsibilty to monitor organ. re-

quaty that may be measured by an "inspectot' who .

fusal. In addition, the qualty moiitorg for. organ understads the pareters of those stadards. A proprocurement and organ utiation is assigned to organ fessional provides somethg much more personal, inban by contract. The public and the state did not tiate and indiVidualed than a product or commodaccept an individual alone should be responsible for ity. The qualty of a professional requires assessment
ths occurence. The correction of ths problem in- by another professional, not an inspector. It is imporcluded a change of atttude of our mstitution, accep- tat that we assist fudig agencies and institutions to

CRISIS IN SURGICAL QUALITY

~n" for quality measurements of the process. It is
rtt to understand that monitoring the quality of
c~ss is different from

measuring the professional

If' Monitoring a~ "~stitution's" process of care
erent from momtonng the care of another pro.Iial. Any individual professional may make an
~We must not allow otl1ers to determne the qual-

'jl peer. That should be done by our profession.

Estes
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right thing-and so did 1. My first encounter with
surgical healthcare and Mom's last encounter with

health care were of the finest quality. Outcome measurements alone do not measure quality. Mom and I
did not receive quality care because of the health care
industr; we received quality care because of knowl-

edgeable ~nd carng physicians.

Now every year at ths anual meeting I have two

.. '¡Üst, however, paricipate in the management of pleasures: I continue to meet with respected frends

p'rocess of care qualty. . .
ôìitinuous Improvement is a tool of industr to

:;tor and manage a process or system. Ths system
Eånd has worked in health care. By leading the
'tinuous Improvement process, we can ensure that

'iriUonal quality management programs correct

it¥.:pr.blems related to processes and leave matsJi,Lqualtyof individual professionals to our pros:sioIi. We must:

exist. One
..sirement is for measuring process quality, and the

i;JRecognize that two quality measures

lí~r 'measurement is for professional quality that

'úsLnot be controlled by any industr.
, y,Become leaders in quality and work to

improve

",'~processes' performance.

and colleagues, and I once agai remember my mother
and the one meetig I was unable to attend.
Our surgical profession has faced many challenges
and surived. Now we face a challenge at the close of
the 20th century. The challenge is to document and
manage the qualty of medical processes as required

by our health care industr, as well as give the quality

our surgical profession has always required. Qualty of
care is stil measured by the time-honored stadards of
our profession, but now also by the stadards and out-

come measurements that are a par of the health care
industr. To save our profession we must always insist

that outcome measureinents alone do not measure
quality. Qualty is measured by the content of effort
for the complaint,.

the circumståces, the aficted.

par,

;;~r':';1..3)Help our institutions select appropriate stadards

the disease, the procedure, the operation and the pa-

~~and the monitoring of stadads.

tient. I am very .proud to be surounded by colleagues

~:;~'A) Help institutions obta their stadards and goals.

of ths Midwestern surgical organzation whose pur-

,¡;tíîg agencies. .

pose and commtment are to maitan the stadards

¡if 5) Parcipate with payers and create fisca faiess

and qualty of our sUrgical'profession.

~!;i';;6) Never compromise qualty that our professional
~Mslgment indicates must exist.
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